


One of the things that characterized the partner meeting in Salt and the following training sessions was the amount of 

synergies created during all the week.

It is worth to create a document pointing out the different actions that took place in Salt, to draw a picture about the 

different initiatives that help create a sense of community, but also to show how the project communities can mutually 

benefit from the exchange.
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1st day, the coordinator visits "Casa dels Oficis" in Salt and is also invited to a round table, organized by the Municipality 

of Salt, as an Xploit activity.

"Casa dels Oficis". A program funded by the European Social Fund for the labor inclusion of young drop outs and 

youth at risk . Apart from two other programs, IT repair and Leisure coaching, there is ecological agriculture, in which 

the young people reuses abandoned yards in the village to create urban gardens. Two of the young involved in this 

project, explained about the techniques they are using, and the will to involve an extra school facility for children at 

risk, as well as the neighbours. They think this could be a way to give continuity to the project. The program is only for 

a year, and they clearly stated their concern about the project stopping after the funding.

A very similar initiative is taking place in Udine, where the municipality, through its program Agenda 21 is 

encouraging the community to become more sustainable by linking tradition and innovation in their urban gardens.
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http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-Z2ggprU7tCc/TYslV5yQiFI/AAAAAAAAAKI/khR5ybtd0MA/s1600/SAM_3067.JPG
http://costsalt.blogspot.com/
http://costsalt.blogspot.com/
http://costsalt.blogspot.com/
http://costsalt.blogspot.com/
http://www.comune.udine.it/opencms/opencms/release/ComuneUdine/cittavicina/territorio/agenda21/orto_luna/?style=1
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Round table in EUSES, “Escola Universitària de la Salut I l’Esport" of Salt. Jan Gejel, Xploit project coordinator, Pina Raso, 

President of Università delle LiberEtà and Xploit project partner, and Joan Subirats, Doctor in Economics by the Universitat

de Barcelona and professor in Political science in the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, were invited to talk about the 

challenges of a changing society. 

The discussion was introduced and presented by the Mayor of Salt. 

The shared conclusion of this round table was the importance of lifelong learning as well as some basic skills related to 

adaptability and learning to learn. In this context all members in the table agreed on the need to change the educational 

model, education is still one of the sectors that have stayed unchanged since the industrial society, but even if all experts 

in education agree on the need for innovation, the implementation of innovation in education is still to be seen. The 

inclusion of new technologies, learning games or learning labs in the learning process were mentioned by the participants. 

In Denmark, the first learning lab will be established next course in the Social and Health Care College, being inspired by 

the philosophy of the Computer Clubhouse Network from the MIT University Lab in Boston, USA.

During this round table, and listening to the local keynote Mr. Joan Subirats, the idea came to promote Local Advisory 

Boards in the different Xploit communities. These would be boards at local level that would later on meet in the EU event 

to further discuss the development of the project .
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http://www.computerclubhouse.org/
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One of the dinners during the week took place in the historic old factory in Salt, Coma Cros. The group of "Les cuineres de 

Salt" prepared a dinner for the Xploit partners and presented their latest published recipe book. 

The cooks use the art of cooking as a way for social inclusion and cohesion in Salt, a village with an overwhelming rate of 

immigration that reaches 42 % of the population. Among their activities, we find cook classes for young immigrants and 

intercultural cook days, using the natural products of the area, giving a special importance to slow food in the young 

people's diet. 

The idea captures the partners' attention and some synergies start to develop among the cooks and some of the partners. 

They are invited to come to the training and talk about their experience. During the training days, it is agreed to have 

further dialogues about a “local slow food mobility event”.
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http://item.slide.com/r/1/212/i/zhzusrcm5t9erqgnfot7nmglxv5qnwuc/
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Norman Longworth was invited to participate in the Guide training in Salt for his long standing experience in working with 

Learning Communities and Regions.

He is at the same time, running a EU project, euroLOCAL.

Mr. Longworth participated in some of the discussions in the training and presented some relevant information about how 

a Learning Community should make use of all the potentials the community offers.

Listen

http://eurolocal.info/
http://xploit-eu.com/activities/first_training_session.html
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Several synergies occurred also during the partner meeting and training, that resulted in the following agreements:

• Change the project timeline and do next partner meeting in Swansea in the beginning of Action phase 1, early 

October. The Swansea Learning partnership is most interesting for the Xploit project. During the visit we will visit DOVE 

workshop, Glynneath Training Centre and the new centre at Graigfelen. The work with young mothers in Graigfelen is 

the catalyst of the community platform in Swansea.

• The Adult Learners’ Week is run at national level in the UK, and is an enormous dissemination event with huge impact 

among the citizens.  During the week, all adult educational providers organize "tasters", free hands on activities to get 

the interest of the participants in adult learning. Different events and celebrations take place during this festivity week, 

with the active involvement of the national media, which covers, among other things, awards for the best in different 

categories, and their stories.

http://www.alw.org.uk/about-alw
http://www.alw.org.uk/about-alw
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• Advisory Boards. It was agreed that partner would establish Local Advisory Boards, involving relevant stakeholders in 

the community. In the case of the community in Salt, they are interested in involving Mr. Joan Subirats, one of the 

participants in the Round table organized by the Municipality.

• Resource Letter and XQ training. As agreed during the days in Salt, the coordinator has already 

sent the Resource Letter to the partners to be translated. This letter give an overview of the 

challenges in Xploit for the different communities, and invites authorities and staff in the 

municipality to participate in the XQ training.

• Two step preparation of the Community Platform for Action Phase 1.

• Funding resources. The Romanian partner allowed some interesting reflections about the different 

ways the European Social Fund works in every community.

• Newsletter. It was agreed that the first Xploit newsletter would be available before summer this 

year.

http://xploit-eu.com/resources/resources_to_xploit.html
http://xploit-eu.com/material/process_material.html
http://xploit-eu.com/material/process_material.html

